Sharks ‘n Minnows Campers will grab their fins and dive right into a week of fun and learning in the water! Along with four days of swim lessons with trained YMCA instructors, students will participate in activities focused on exploring the seafaring adventures of pirates in the 18th century. Literature will include *I’m a Shark* by Bob Shea.

Junior Olympics During this week, campers will be transported to a time of togas, chariots, and mythology with activities that explore the culture of Ancient Greece. Active games, relays, and Kobe Nihm’s book, *How to Win the Gold Medal in Pajamas: Mental Toughness for Kids* will prepare campers for an end of the week, “Kinder Camp Olympic Games”.

Camp Make-Believe A magical week awaits as we travel to meet the brave knights, spell-casting fairies, royalty, and fire breathing dragons of the faraway lands in fairy tales. Literature will include *There Was an Old Dragon Who Swallowed a Knight* by Penny Parker Klostermann and *Me and My Dragon* by David Biedrzycki.

Green Planeteers Peace, Love, and Recycling! Far Out Fun will unfold as we travel to the 1970s where campers will experience the beginning of recycling and the celebration of the first Earth Day. *I Can Save the Earth!: One Little Monster Learns to Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle* by Alison Inches and *The Green Mother Goose: Saving the World One Rhyme at a Time* by David Davis and Jan Peck will encourage the mindset that everyone, no matter how small, can do their part to help our planet!

Walk like an Egyptian Travelers will discover Ancient Egypt through mummy wrapping, papyrus boat engineering, and hieroglyphic writing this week. *Mummy Cat* by Marcus Ewart will have campers fascinated with the lavish pharaoh headdresses and treasures hidden in tombs.

Dancing Dinos Experience the dinosaur dynasty that roamed Earth 160 million years ago come back to life this week with active games and crafts. This week’s literature, *Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp* by Carol Diggory Shields and *Dancing with Dinosaurs* by Jane Clarke, will have campers dancing along with the dinosaurs!

Space is the Place! Your rocket ship awaits, as we take the ultimate trip through time to explore the first moon landing by Neil Armstrong in the 1960s. Campers will study the moon, rockets, and astronauts through a range of activities that encourage curiosity and exploration. Space titles feature *Mousetronaut: Based on a (Partially) True Story* by Mark Kelly and *Luna Lucy* by Lisa Van Der Wielen.

Wild, Wild West Howdy partner! It’s time to giddy-up and git-along to the Wild West with ropin’ and wranglin’ activities that include cactus prints, cowboy yoga, and dressing in western attire complete with sheriff badges and cowboy hats. Literature will include the books *There Once Was a Cowpoke Who Swallowed an Ant* by Helen Ketteman and *Noni the Pony* by Alison Lester.
**Futurama!** Teleport to the future this week, where campers will use their creativity and problem-solving skills to engineer robots and new inventions from everyday materials. Groups will read *The Most Magnificent Thing* by Ashley Spires and *Boy and Bot* by Ame Dyckman to inspire their creations.

**Make Today Count** Make every day count through healthy choices! Campers will exercise both their minds and bodies this week with yoga and mindfulness practices, as well as group activities and games that will build confidence and lasting friendships. *I am Peace* by Susan Verde and *Now* by Antoinette Portis will guide the campers through the concept of living in the moment!

**Rockin’ & Rollin’** Drive up to a drive in movie, order a milkshake from your favorite diner, and dress in your 50s finest for a rockin’ night at the sock hop this week! Campers will express their artistic side while they dance to the music of rock ’n roll king, Elvis Presley, and create art inspired by *Uncle Andy’s: A Faabbbulous Visit with Andy Warhol* by James Warhola.